Don’t lose your patients and your patience by waiting for the
November election and for COVID-19 to “magically disappear.”
Donald Trump famously asked “what have you got to lose?” Joe
Biden and a blue wave of Democrats have the answer:
your patients’ insurance, health, and lives!
It is critical for YOU – as health care professionals - to speak out to
colleagues and to those with political influence NOW.
Don’t let the upcoming election be a cause for regret because you
didn’t take action. Our focus is to organize health professionals in
swing states to help Joe Biden win the electoral votes of Arizona,
Florida, Georgia, Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin.
Consider volunteering 1-2 hour per month with Ask Nurses & Doctors
and we will collaborate with you to create an effective action plan
for change that you’ll be comfortable with and respects your time
constraints.
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Trump’s Biden’s
Health Health
Plan Plan
Repeal the Affordable Health Care plan
and replace it with 4 more years of more
talk about “something better.” This will
end pre-existing condition restrictions,
remove young adults up to the age
of 26 from their parents’ plans, and
end insurance coverage entirely for 20
million more people.

Keep and strengthen the Affordable Health Care plan protections
for everyone, including the tens of millions of
Americans who have now lost their jobs, insurance, earning
potential, relatives and friends.
Keep insurance for the under 26-year-olds — among them factory,
restaurant and other service workers who’ve
lost their jobs or suffered pay cuts and are facing a prolonged,
deep, recession.

Continue shifting responsibility for
the late start and flawed approach to Do not exclude patients with pre-existing conditions from
controlling the COVID-19 pandemic and coverage.
protecting patients, health care workers
and the public. Expand upon (not drastically cut) the millions of people who now
have coverage.
Pay for prevention.
Add a public option to the insurance exchanges rather than
driving people towards poverty, debt, and a reliance on
Medicaid.
Change the basis for calculating patient copays and deductibles
to make all plans bought on the insurance
exchanges more affordable.
And so much more — see joebiden.com/healthcare for the entire
plan.

